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What's New
As of September 6, 2011
 
Here's a quick update from the moderators at FinancialIntegrity.org. This community-edited website, hosted by
the New Road Map Foundation, is the "go-to" place for people who are integrating financial integrity into their
lives by aligning their personal finances with their personal values and goals. Here's a sampling of what's new
at www.financialintegrity.org. Have you missed something?  What's New is always highlighted on our
homepage, and you can find an archived roll  of the latest additions in the What's New archives.  

Find us on Facebook! 
 
New Road Map Foundation has launched our new Financial Integrity page on Facebook to make it easier than
ever to keep up on what FIers are doing around the world. We hope you'll join us there for content, conversation
and community in addition to the postings on the wiki and the Simple Living Forum.  What's on your mind? How
has FI made a difference in your life? Do you have a favorite quote from YMOYL or one of the many helpful
books about changing your relationship with money? What are the challenges and rewards? Have a great
resource? Need a great resource? Let us know! 

Introducing Others to the FI Program -- Workshop Sept. 17-18 in Pittsfield, MA USA

It's not too late to register for the first free Financial Integrity instructor training weekend workshop, to be held in
the beautiful Massachusetts Berkshire Mountains. Welcoming those who have been following the 9 step
program for a year or more and working with the 'Financial Integrity Instructors Guide', New Road Map
Foundation President and co-author of the guide, Rozie Hughes, will lead practitioners through how to teach the
nine step program in a way that truly integrates the material into people's daily lives. Read more here.  

On The Wiki 
 

Tools & Examples:

Savings calculator: harness the power of compound interest
 
Practical tools and guidance from Soul Savvy, to help in answering the important questions in Step 4.

Tools & Examples: Study group invitation
 
Want to start or grow a local FI study group and need to find potential members? Here's a sample invitation  you
can download and adapt.
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Resource: Best ways to regain financial freedom
 
FI wiki contributor Stewart Smith wrote the article Ensure Your Financial Freedom in The Best Possible Way,
taking a comprehensive look at debt management options.

Resource: The Not So Big Life - Making Room for What Really Matters
 
Have you ever found yourself asking, "Is this all there is to life?" Or wondering if this bigger life you have
created is actually a better life? Architect Sarah Susanka advocates in Not So Big Life for creating homes and
lives that are better, not bigger.

Resources, resources, more resources! 

 
Gaspricewatch.com - It's time to fill up: where can you get the best price in town?
 
Some tips for evaluating offers of free goods and service online:
 

Online freebies tips and cautions
The FBI Internet Crime website
The FTC's "Free Trials" page.   

In The News
U.S. tax burden at lowest level since '58

Regardless of your point of view on taxes, here's information that can help put the current debate in context:
According to a USA TODAY analysis, Americans are paying the smallest share of their income for taxes since
1958, a reflection of tax cuts and a weak economy.

Tackling corporate tax avoidance
 
Briton John Christensen has become a somewhat reluctant David, the unlikely figurehead of a worldwide
campaign against tax avoidance, ranged against the Goliath of the international finance industry. He identifies
tax avoidance as a keystone of the corruption that has brought the world to financial chaos, fueled by
governments vying with each other for "tax competitiveness."

Tax avoidance and offshore banking have vast implications. "Western leaders look at Africa and blame their
leaders for corruption but they don't recognise that the systems we've put in place - above all the tax havens
jurisdiction economy - are an open invitation to criminal behaviour, fraud, tax evasion, embezzlement, and non-
disclosure," Christensen says in an article in The Guardian. Courageous individuals and politicians are calling
for an end to the secrecy and corruption, so that sustainable financial markets can be allowed to flourish and
economies stabilized.
 
The issues - secrecy, intense lobbying, huge bailouts, financial foxes running investigations, official disregard,
public outrage, rampant unemployment and imploding markets - are nearly identical on both sides of the
Atlantic, as author Nicolas Shaxon makes clear in The Truth About Tax Havens and
Treasure islands: Tax Havens and The Men Who Stole The World, as does writer Madeleine Bunting. It thrives
in exotic locales like the Bahamas, Lichtenstein, Jersey, and... Delaware (Welcome to tax-dodge city, USA).
Christensen believes that the first step toward reform is an informed public, worldwide.
 

7 ways to have more by owning less  
 
The Way of "inconspicuous consumption" - conquering the power of "stuff" by having less of it - has never been
easier. Instead of owning every needful (or seemingly or fleetingly needful) gadget, people are putting their
social networks - physical neighborhoods or online social networks- to work to share access to many types of
goods and services. As described on Dailygood.org, "Here are seven services that help shrink your carbon
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footprint, lighten your economic load and generally liberate you from the shackles of stuff through the power of
sharing."

Influence Others to Save  
 
This article on the blog Money Ning offers tips on the mutual advantages of sharing frugality habits - one small
step at a time - with friends and neighbors.

Before you sign for that loan, get educated  
 
Student loan debt is emerging as the biggest indebtedness issue facing the country, surpassing credit cards
with $900 billion (yes, "billion," with a "b") in outstanding loans owed by over 30 million  Americans. With an
increase approved for later this year that will raise interest rates well above current mortgage rates, easy
approval based mainly on the hope of future income, aggressively lobbied curbs on consumer protections, and a
maze of rules and lender/recruiter misinformation, the crisis is expanding explosively. What can consumers do? 

Prevention is still the best cure, whether you're contemplating taking on student debt or are in repayment. This
article on MSNBC.com provides advice from experts on borrowing - and repaying - smart.
 
Related resources on student loan alternatives and payment options:

Student loan repayment and forgiveness programs 
Alternatives to loans including 
scholarships, grants, and funding programs
Educational costs and repayment calculators 
 
Have some additional helpful resources regarding educational debt and payment? Do you have an experience
with influencing others to save, or overcoming the power of "stuff"? Share with our readers on Facebook!

Don't be rich, Live rich - One year on the road - The good and the bad  
 
What's the power of a dream? What's the power of looking beyond traditional ideas of how work and money
and vibrant living fit together? See what one family discovered when they looked at the difference between
living a rich life and being rich. While not everyone's work will be adaptable to their journey, everyone can find
ideas here to increase their satisfaction with "enough."
 
One year on the road 
Chasing your dreams travelling while working
 

Fixing America's economy: Nine global ideas  
 
According to Peter Coy in Bloomberg Business Week, it may be time for America to seek inspiration from an
unfamiliar source - the rest of the world. With the usual measures producing lackluster effects, creatively
adapting measures that have worked in other countries might be our best chance to turn the tide before the
current downturn becomes entrenched for the long term. See what these successful measures are.
 

Come Join Us 

Transform the World's Relationship With Money 
 
As a community-edited "wiki", content is constantly being updated at www.FinancialIntegrity.org.  Come cruise
the site for the latest entries, add new resources you've found, and let us all know what you're doing to increase
financial integrity in your lives and in the world.  If you're having any problems using the wiki, please let the
moderators know at info@financialintegrity.org.  We're here to help! 
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